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The focus of this architectural thesis is to create a design process diagram that takes 
into account the cultural and spatial features affecting interactions and apply it to the 
design of a hostel.  The thesis utilizes concepts from sociology, specifically, Georg 
Simmel’s theories regarding objective and subjective culture as well as his five 
“fundamental qualities of space for communal life,” and applies them to the field of 
architecture taking into account virtual space as a sixth fundamental quality of space.  
This process can shed light on how to design space within a hostel, enhancing 
positive cross-cultural interactions by focusing the user’s attention on objective 
cultural expression rather than a subjective cultural one.  Site, program, structure, 
form and building skin parameters were developed using matrices, cross referencing 
design options against one another and the specific cultural and spatial features 
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Chapter 1: Travel, Culture and Space 
Travel 
 
Travel has always been part of human nature. Nomadic tribes were constantly on the 
move searching for food and shelter.  After several thousand years of nomadic 
civilization the first collection of cities were built along the Tigris and the Euphrates 
River and the first unified nation rose up along the bank of the Nile.
1
  Ancient 
travelers used the river as their main means of long distance travel showing that 
accessibility was equally as important to destinations 5000 years ago as it is now. 
Trade and the transfer of knowledge were the main reasons for travel throughout 
ancient times. It may be argued today that this still remains the influential reason for 
travel in the 21
st
 Century. During the age of discovery there was a change in the 
mindset of many travelers who began to travel for God, glory, and gold.  In 1609 
Henry Hudson, in search of a westerly passage through North America, revealed to 
the rest of the world what is now Manhattan, New York. The Dutch began 
establishing trade routes with the Native people in the areas surrounding their new 
Capital City of New Netherlands known as New Amsterdam. The cultural exchange, 
albeit a one sided one, that happened in the past 400 years led to New York 
developing from a tree covered wilderness to a bustling urban environment (Fig 1). 
 
Cultural interactions can be either positive or negative.  For the Native Americans 
living on Manhattan these interactions were extremely negative, yet for the Dutch 
they were quite positive.  The reasons are many for the inequality in cultural 
                                                 
1
 Casson, Lionel. Travel in the Ancient World. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1994. Print. 21 
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exchanges that occurred on the island of Manhattan and on a small scale the physical 
location of a hostel will face similar challenges because of the diversity of cultures 
that will all inhabit the same space. The goal in designing a hostel then should be to 
promote positive and informed cultural exchanges so that all parties involved will 
experience positive interactions. Who knows what New York would look like if the 
‘cultural exchange’ between the Native Americans and the Dutch were not as one 
sided as it was? However, it is clear that the cultural growth that occurred on the 
island of Manhattan has produced wonders beyond its physical boundaries. The 
impact of its culture is global. New York City is an internationally known city 
because of its diverse population, its economic vitality, and its progressive and ever 
expanding culture.  It was the clear site for this hostel designed specifically around 
cultural interactions. Most people in the world have for some reason heard about New 
York City and many aspire to visit it. For those who do come to the city, a hostel that 
promotes positive cultural exchanges will be beneficial for both New York City and 
its guests. The hope is that by designing site, program, tectonics, and form through 
the lenses of what Georg Simmel describes as the “objective and subjective spirit” of 
culture, in combination with a variance of his fundamental qualities of space for 
communal life, the outcome of the design will be proficient in encouraging positive 










“The Stranger is close to us, insofar as we feel between him and ourselves common 
features of a national, social, occupational, or generally human, nature. He is far from 
us, insofar as these common features extend beyond him or us, and connect us only 
because they connect a great many people.”2 
 
Georg Simmel was a German sociologist and philosopher in the late 19th and early 
20th century.  His works on culture and sociology speak about these categories in 
                                                 
2
 Levine, Donald N. Georg Simmel on Individuality and Social Forms: Selected Writings. Chicago 
[u.a.: Univ. of Chicago, 1996. 147 
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terms of forms and contents.  Essays written by him include works on what he called 
“The Metropolis and Mental Life” or what may be called today urban sociology and 
one titled “the sociology of space” where he describes what he declares are five 
fundamental qualities of space for communal life.  
 
In a compilation of his works, Simmel on Culture, in the section titled, “The 
Metropolis and Mental Life,” Georg Simmel breaks culture into two distinct 
categories; objective and subjective spirit.3  He describes the ‘objective spirit’ as the 
tangible elements that define our culture such as language, demographics, laws, art, 
science and the objects of domestic life.4 He claims that modern culture, especially in 
affluent nations, is usually defined by the objective spirit of metropolitan life. In New 
York City, the objective spirit can sometimes be overwhelming. It, however, is what 
makes New York City an international hub of cultural exchange.  In the design of 
hostels, focus on these objective cultural features is important because of their ability 
to relate to a “great many people.”5 
 
Tourists bring with them both their objective and subjective culture and visitors from 
outside the New York metropolitan area may initially have negative reactions to the 
overstimulation of the city.  Simmel says, “The concentration of men and things 
stimulate the nervous system of the individual to its highest achievement so that it 
                                                 
3
 Simmel, Georg, and David Frisby. Simmel on Culture: Selected Writings. London: Sage Publications, 
1997 Pg 183 
4
 Ibid., 183 
5
 Levine, Donald N. Georg Simmel on Individuality and Social Forms: Selected Writings. Chicago 
[u.a.: Univ. of Chicago, 1996. Pg. 147 
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attains its peak.” 6  Providing opportunities for all cultures to feel comfort in this 
overwhelming objective environment is a goal of a culturally aware hostel. Site 
selection, programming, tectonics and formal considerations should be filtered 
through the lens of specific objective cultural elements that relate to the specific 
subculture of travelers you wish to attract.   
Subjective Culture 
 
The ‘subjective spirit’ of culture includes all non-material forms of culture. These are 
the “values, role perceptions, attitudes, stereotypes, beliefs, categorizations, 
evaluations, expectations, memories, and opinions” that define a culture. 7  Defining 
and analyzing subjective cultural features is not a quantitative process as it was with 
objective culture, but rather it is a qualitative process. What qualities are beneficial to 
a subjective cultural exchange? In this design process, rather than focusing on 
designing for an innumerable variety of subjective cultural elements focus is placed 
on the location of cultural institutions which can provide access to subjective cultural 
interactions. Being in close proximity to these intuitions provides an opportunity to 
take in, as well as share, information on a variety of subjective features that make up 
the diverse group of cultures in New York City. However, with the understanding that 
the subjective cultures will come into contact with each other in the hostel, focus is 
also placed on fluidity of spatial organization (one of the fundamental qualities of 
space referenced later in this chapter).  When designing a hostel that houses multiple 
subjective cultural backgrounds it is important to provide spaces fluid enough for a 
                                                 
6
 Simmel, Georg, and David Frisby. Simmel on Culture: Selected Writings. London: Sage Publications, 
1997 Pg. 179 
7
 Reisinger, Yvette, and Lindsay W. Turner. Cross-cultural behavior in tourism concepts and analysis. 
Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann, 2003. Pg. 8 
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multitude of expectations. In a hotel, individuals have their own private space but in a 
hostel, cultures come face to face.  Having the flexibility to adjust spaces, or better 
yet for the visitors to adjust spaces to their specific needs, relieves tensions that may 
arise from differences in both objective and subjective culture. Even though Simmel 
is speaking on the density of the metropolitan life when he says “the bodily proximity 
and narrowness of space makes the mental distance only more visible,”8 I believe the 
same happens at the micro scale of the hostel.  Instances where our guard is normally 
down, in spaces like the bedroom and restroom where privacy is valued in most 
cultures, now become public interactions. A belief about the acceptable coverage of 
one’s skin or an opinion on a standard of cleanliness may create conflict between 
guests. Designing for the innumerable differences in the subjective culture of the 
tourist proves quite difficult, and may lead to the designer to simply address objective 





The specific subculture of travelers who stay in hostels has recently expanded and 
understanding the needs of today’s subculture of hostel goers will play an important 
role in design. The 21st century traveler has different expectations than the 20th 
century traveler who stayed in European hostels. Often 20
th
 century travelers going 
abroad were looking for a replication of their standard living spaces. Hotels and 
hostels offered the comforts of being at home even half way across the globe. People 
                                                 
8
 Simmel, Simmel on Culture, 181 
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who tend to stay in hostels in the 21
st
 century want an authentic experience of place 
but are also traveling for enjoyment and relaxation.   The goal is to create a hostel that 
fosters a cultural authenticity without the design becoming a tacky “residual culture” 
that occurs when a designer attempts to paste a pastiche of cultural iconography onto 




 century, international tourism was dominated by the “American tourist.”9 
Slowly a combination of travelers from all continents, varying considerably in the 
degree of their sophistication, their motivations, mode of travel, and in their particular 
pursuits, began developing specific subcultures in the travel industry.10  In the 
absence of a dominant prototype, the stereotype of “the tourist” has been diffracted 
into many, more specific ones, of particular nationalities or travel styles.11 Erik 
Cohen, author of Contemporary Tourism: Diversity and Change, reveals that 
designing around this subculture based on a specific travel style can be extremely 
beneficial for cross-cultural interactions because subcultures tend to include people 
with diverse backgrounds. 
 
The subculture of hostel travelers seems to be growing in these tough economic 
times. As previously stated 20
th
 century and 21
st
 century travelers are quite different. 
Jim Williams, editor of "The Hostel Handbook" and a former hostel owner says 
“There used to be a divide between the standards required by American travelers’ 
verses those of the European travelers. It's possible to trace that cultural divide to 
                                                 
9
 Cohen, Erik. Contemporary tourism: diversity and change. Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2004. Pg. 330 
10
 Ibid., 330 
11
 Ibid., 330 
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post-World War II, said Williams, when Europe underwent its financial recovery in 
the 1950s and its culture was more communal. On the other hand, the U.S. economy 
was booming, and there was no need for Americans to share resources. At the same 
time [Europeans] were creating hostels, American teenagers were focused on getting 
their own cars."12 “However, 21
st
 century Americans, as well as many other 
nationalities, are experiencing economic turmoil. According to Mark Vidalin, 
Marketing director for Hosteling International USA, ‘there are a growing number of 
travelers called flash packers…they are usually over 30, in mid-to-late career and can 
afford higher-end hotels but instead choose budget options -- albeit better-furnished 
and well-kept ones -- because it fits their lifestyle.’”13  The growth of this subculture 
reveals positive economic prospects in hostel development as well as additional 
benefits to cultural exchanges coming from a greater range of cultural backgrounds. 
This subculture of travelers also has specific subcultural standards that they tend to 
live by. Community and communication play a significant role in the social aspect of 
a hostel.  Williams says "That is the heart of hostelling. You don't go to a hostel and 
lock the door.” 14  Hostels offer "a tremendous way to meet people from different 
cultures and talk to people you wouldn't normally talk to” Williams said.15 This hostel 
will offer a so called hotel portion where individual rooms can be rented out. The 
hope is that people who stay in the individualized rooms will see the vibrant 
communal atmosphere in the hostel section and it will encourage people to become a 
part of the subculture of travelers who stay in hostels. 
                                                 
12
 Alban , Debra. "Winter 'flashpackers' Prepare to Invade Hostels." CNN. Cable News Network, 1 
Dec. 2008. Web. 12 Nov. 2012. Pg. 1 
13
 Ibid., 1 
14
 Ibid., 1 
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Fundamental Qualities of Space for Communal Life 
 
In his writings on culture, Georg Simmel describes five fundamental qualities of 
space for communal life. In combination with the previously mentioned 
understanding of objective, subjective and subcultural attributes affecting the design 
of a hostel, these qualities will be applied at both the micro and macro scale of design. 
The five fundamental qualities as explained by Simmel are: exclusivity, boundaries, 
capacity to be fixed, proximity, and fluidity. With the final goal being a design which 
promotes positive and informative cultural interactions, an understanding of these 
five basic qualities carries an important portion of the analytical framework. 
Understanding these qualities of space relies on having the appropriate perspective or 
lens through which spaces are perceived. Simmel argues that historically spaces 
suited for specific psychological functions reveals that space is, “only an activity of 
the mind, only the human way of connecting sensory impulses that are unrelated in 
themselves into uniform interpretation.” 16  This interpretation relies on every input 
the human brain receives therefore setting up the opportunity for a molding of the 
interpretation based upon specific moves made by the designer. In reference to this, 
space can play a role in how we perceive cultural interactions. Many architectural 
theorists have written about space and its impact on experiences, for example, “Kant 
defines space at one point as the possibility of being together.”17 However an 
interaction at this point may be either positive or negative. Simmel argues that 
“sociation has brought about quite different possibilities of being together in the 
                                                 
16
 Simmel, Simmel on Culture, 137 
17
 Ibid., 138 
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intellectual sense among the different types of interactions of individuals; but many of 
these are realized in such a way that the spatial form in which this happens, as it does 
for all of them, justifies special emphasis. Thus, in the interest of ascertaining the 
forms of sociation, we enquire into the significance that the spatial conditions of a 
sociation possess sociologically for their other determinants and developments.”18  
The hostels ability to function fundamentally relies on communal life and therefore its 
ability to promote positive interactions between guests. Below are brief descriptions 
of the five qualities of space for communal life followed by interpretations of their 
application to the design of a hostel. As a basis for design partis these five qualities 
have been divided into 3 categories; spatial fluidity, spatial determinacy, spatial 
journey. 
 
Spatial Fluidity: Flexibility in space and contents. 
 
Fluidity of space relies on flexibility and mobility.  Movement and spatial flexibility 
play a large role in the way we perceive cultural interactions. “A deeply grounded 
relationship exists between movement in space and the differentiation of social and 
personal elements of existence.”19  Fluidity may also allow for a release of the 
standard reserve we tend to have because of the notion that the interaction is transient 
and “when confronted with someone with whom we will have nothing more to do 
with after a mutual or unilateral disclosure”
20
 we are able to see this fluidity in social 
interaction and are more open to engaging in these types of interactions. Specifically, 
                                                 
18
 Ibid., 138 
19
 Ibid., 160 
20
 Ibid., 163 
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this concepts relates to travel, “because of the feeling that it creates no obligations, 
and that one is actually anonymous with respect to someone whom one will separate 
from forever in a few hours’ time, an acquaintanceship made during travel often 
tempts us to quite peculiar confidences indeed to the unreserved indulgence of our 
drive to express ourselves which, from our experiences of its consequences, we have 
learned to restrict in our normal long-term relationships” and because “it’s brevity 
tempts one into the greatest intensity in exploiting and yielding to it.”21  One may see 
spatial fluidity as the potential to provide a variety of experiences and spaces with 
limited expenditure. 
 
Spatial Determinacy: A design which is spatially determinate includes Simmel’s 
“exclusivity of space” and “the capacity to be fixed.” 
 
Exclusivity of space refers to the fact that no one space is completely identical to 
another, they all maintain their uniqueness through the specific geographic location 
which they occupy.  “To conceive of a definitely localized portion of space in the 
plural is a complete absurdity, and it is precisely this which makes it possible for a 
multitude of completely identical copies of other objects to exist simultaneously.”22  
As it relates to the design of a hostel, exclusivity of space reveals that rather than 
attempting to paste copies of cultural spaces throughout to please all possible 
cultures, one must instead create amalgamated cultural space which produces 
                                                 
21
 Ibid., 164 
22
 Ibid., 138 
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experiences unique to this hostel in this specific geographic location, on a specific 
parcel of land. 
 
Today the understanding of exclusivity of space is being challenged by our ability to 
connect to people around the world via the internet. People can now come together 
without residing in the same location, offering the opportunity for this hostel to act as 
a pivot point in which global interactions can occur from within the building.  
However, these interactions still rely on the specific space in which they occur 
therefore demanding a new understanding of spatial exclusivity. 
 
The second quality of spatial determinacy is a space’s capacity for fixing its contents.  
The hostel in this sense fixes its contents and the individual spaces within the hostel 
have the same ability.  Along with the ability for a space to fix its contents it also has 
the ability to fix its interactions. Focusing on where certain interactions occur may 
provide insight into specific spatial arrangements for promoting positive cultural 
interaction.  Similarly, the content of a space also has the ability to fix space around 
it. This type of, “fixing in space can be designated by the symbolic expression 'pivot 
point'. The spatial immovability of an object of interest creates certain forms of 
relationships that group around it. Now every immobile asset, around which 
negotiations or economic transactions of any kind occur, is indeed this kind of stable 
pivot-point for unstable conditions and interactions.”23 “The most extreme stage is, on 
the one side the designation of hotel guests according to their room number, and, on 
the other, the fact that even the streets are no longer named, but numbered 
                                                 
23
 Ibid., 146 
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consecutively, as in some parts of New York.”24  Two ways of implementing this 
fundamental quality of space could be making the hostel a pivot point for cultural 
connectivity and, at the micro scale, designing spaces or objects dynamic enough to 
become these pivot points.  
 
Spatial Journey: A design including Simmel’s concepts on “boundaries” and 
“proximity.” 
 
Boundaries divide space for practical use. In construction these boundaries are units 
of measurement, in spatial interactions these boundaries frame our experiences.25  
Boundaries tend to be inwardly motivated.  They are not merely physical walls but 
they are also “psychologically active boundaries,” 26 which internally leave us in a 
state of indifference, somewhere between an offensive and defensive state of mind.  
Awareness towards this both physical and psychological quality of space will play a 
role in designing a hostel based on the concept of a journey. All journeys have both 
the physical and psychological boundaries previously mentioned. Physically the 
means of travel, geographic features, counties, states, countries, continents all act as 
boundaries.  Psychological boundaries maybe reveal themselves as a lack of 
knowledge, impressions and beliefs. Using the Nile River again as an example of 
these boundaries makes clear its importance in the history of travel.  The Nile and its 
boundaries represented the physical limits which in turn created a psychological 
boundary of the inhabitants who live along it. “The Nile, for instance, offers those 
                                                 
24
 Ibid., 146 
25
 Ibid., 141 
26
 Ibid., 141 
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living alongside it, on the one hand, an extraordinary uniformity of what it provides 
and of the activity required for exploiting it. On the other hand, the fertility of its 
valley is so great that, once it has settled there, the population has no cause for 
restless movements.”27 
 
There is an opposite side to boundaries and that is boundlessness. “People seldom 
appreciate how marvelously the extensity of space accommodates the intensity of 
sociological relationships here, how the continuity of space, precisely because it 
nowhere contains an absolute objective border, therefore permits us to lay down 
anywhere such a boundary subjectively.”28  Interactions between people develop 
based upon their willingness to allow/disallow the boundaries of their culture to be 
impeded by the boundaries of another. A boundlessness provides “greater breathing 
space [giving] people a feeling of freedom of movement, of an ability to venture out 
into the unknown, of an indefinite ability to set broader goals which would be 
decidedly more difficult to achieve in enclosed rooms…for it must raise that 
collective feeling which fuses the individual into a unity transcending his or her 
individuality, sweeping the individual along like a flood past their personal directives 
and responsibilities.”29 Creating boundary-less spaces can be difficult in the sense that 
architecture is a boundary as built form, however, insight into specific opportunities 
this may provide and the types of spaces that promote or restrict interaction can be 
taken from this fundamental quality of space. 
                                                 
27
 Ibid., 142 
28
 Ibid., 141 
29
 Ibid., 145 
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In some senses the two qualities of the spatial journey category overlap each other. 
Boundaries set proximities and a lack of boundaries forces inhabitants to set their 
own proximity to others.  These, “external circumstances, which translate themselves 
into the liveliness of sociological interactions, is offered by space through the sensory 
proximity or distance between people who stand in some relationship or other to one 
another.”30  The understanding of proximity has recently grown due to the 
implementation of social networking.  People now can be psychologically close yet 
their physical proximity can vary from direct contact to indirect global connections.  
“The psychological effect of proximity can actually be replaced very closely by 
means of indirect communication and even more by fantasy. The opposing poles of 
human associations in the psychological sense those that are purely objective and 
impersonal, and those completely dependent on the intensity of emotions are 
precisely the ones which succeed most easily in this endeavor.”31 Clearly there is a 
connection between proximity and how one views objective and subjective cultural 
components.  Therefore, when designing hostels for cultural interconnectivity, it is 
important to understand, “what degree of spatial proximity or distance a sociation 
either demands or tolerates from given forms and contents.”32  
 
As spoken on before, the indifference and reserve that the metropolitan life demands 
must be realized when developing a hostel in this environment . “Here the 
indifference to that which is spatially close is simply a protective device without 
                                                 
30
 Ibid., 151 
31
 Ibid., 152 
32
 Ibid., 152 
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which one would be mentally ground down and destroyed in the metropolis.”33 
Understanding that dense urban environments put us in a defensive mindset will 
enhance the understanding of potential interactions among travelers in this hostel and 
should be taken into consideration in site selection, programming, structural design 
and formal considerations.  “Even today, in the backwardness of small town 
conditions, the relationship to one's neighbors in a building plays a very different role 
than in the metropolis where, in the complexity and confusion of the external image 
of city life, one grows accustomed to continual abstractions, to indifference towards 
that which is spatially closest and to an intimate relationship to that which is spatially 
very far removed.”34 Understanding that travelers from both extremes of civilization 
will inhabit the same intimate spaces presents design challenges around the idea of 
personal proximity.  Similarly though, the subculture of travelers staying in hostels is 
typically more open to the communal lifestyle and therefore many opportunities to 
design around proximities are made available. “We search in vain, because the 
suddenness of the physical proximity has deceived us about the slowness with which 
the psychological proximity develops to match it.”35 One can contribute to the 
understanding of cultural differences when they “no longer view the minority as the 
element that is variable with respect to its structure, but rather enquires of this given 
spatial dispersion or concentration as to the constitution of the surrounding totality.”36 
                                                 
33
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34
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Precedents for this project are based on tectonics and the formal qualities designated 
as spatial fluidity, spatial determinacy, and the spatial journey. There is also a section 
in this chapter which reveals specific programmatic elements that are included in a 
selection of hostels located in the surrounding Manhattan area. 
Tectonic analysis of specific hostels reveals that hostels are not limited to specific 
types of constructions and that each system used provides a unique space for 
interactions. Figure 2 shows the plan of a hostel in Boston that adaptively reused a 
load bearing wall building creating a variety of unique spaces within. 
 
 





One of the most famous hostels (that term used lightly here as the building was 
actually a traveling businessman capsule hotel) is the Nagakin capsule hotel in 
Tokyo.  This building used a concrete formed structure to which room capsules were 
attached. Figure 3 below shows the structural core and the dynamism which the 










The structure also has the ability to act as mechanical, electrical, and plumbing ducts 
through the building. In figure 4 below the exterior structure uses the thermal 
properties of heat to guide the return and supply air through the building.  In a project 
I did for the MICA campus in Baltimore, Maryland I used a similar feature to direct 





FIG 4: Structure as Ventilation 
Source: http://tomwiscombe.com/gallery/project_21/Large7.jpg 
 
The spatial qualities that the partis are based on can be related to specific buildings to 
provide better understanding of how these terms have been used previously.  Spatial 
fluidity reveals itself in the interior free plan layout as can be seen in figure 5 below 




















Spatial fluidity also relies on the ability to be flexible. Below, in figure 7, a small 
Hong Kong apartment designed by Gary Chang uses a mobile wall unit system to turn 





FIG 7: Hong Kong Apartment Mobile Wall System by Gary Chang 
Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-iFJ3ncIDo 
 
The parti based on spatial determinacy focuses on the exclusivity of space and the 
capacity of space to fix its objects.  All buildings are spatially exclusive because even 
if a building is fully replicated it is still a copy of the original and can never be 
located in the exact same space that contains the original building. The capacity of 
space for fixing its contents can be seen in figure 8 below which shows the Piazza 
Navona in Rome. Here the space has been used throughout history as a market space 
for the sale of a variety of objective cultural elements. The space also reveals an 
objects ability to fix its contents in the two fountains and monument that the 










The parti based on a journey is one that uses boundaries or lack of boundaries to 
create a process of exploration and discovery. Figure 9 below is a proposal for an 
observation tower in Phoenix that uses a ramped floor system to create a boundary-
less procession of space.  
 
 





Program arrangement is as important as the elements included in the building. Table 1 
below reveals the variety of programmatic elements that are included in the hostels 
located in the surrounding Manhattan area. Figure 10 below shows a potential 
arrangement of private spaces around the open communal spaces. 
 
 
Table 1:  New York City Hostel – Communal Spaces 













FIG 11: Design Process Diagram 
Source: Author 
 
The following sections are intended to provide an analytical framework which can be 
applied to the design of hostels. The framework reveals itself in the form of the 
diagram above (Fig 11). This list of objective, subjective, subcultural, and spatial 
features will be continually referred to while looking at four main areas of design.  
The design and selection of site, programming, tectonics, and form uses this diagram 








Chapter 2: Site 
 
 





New York City provides a diversity of attractions and cultures that make it a perfect 
place to develop a culturally aware hostel. In order to gain insight on what 
community district this hostel should be placed in, specific objective cultural features 
were selected to be analyzed: population, population growth/decline, average age, 
average income, demographic range, density within the areas political boundaries, 
and proximity to Times Square were all taken into account.  Data regarding these 






Table 2: Site Selection Matrix 
Source: Author 
 
Manhattan Community District 5: 
Population 2010: 51,637 People 
Population Growth 2000-2010: 17.4% Increase 
Density 2010:  51.4 People/Acre  
Average Age 2010: 34.6 Years (50.6% of Pop is 25-44) 
Average Income 2010:  $138,995 
 
Each New York borough and its associated community districts are represented. The 
filter process should be implemented based upon specific goals for the project. In this 
case the subculture of travelers who stay in hostels will be the target audience making 
specific features, and specific ranges of these features, more important than others.  
Analysis of the data based on the specific requirements for this hostel revealed 
Manhattan community district 5, Midtown, as the number one area for this culturally 
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interactive hostel. Manhattan community district 5, an area that includes Flatiron, 
Gramercy Park, Herald Square, Midtown, Midtown South, Murray Hill, Times 
Square, Union Square and Bryant Park actually has the lowest population out of all 
the neighborhoods. This statistic, in combination with physical site analysis, revealed 
it is a highly commercialized area with attractions on every corner.  However, there 
are some areas such as Murray Hill and Gramercy Park that are highly residential. 
Although its population is the lowest in all of Manhattan the population growth in the 
residential areas within community district five ranks third amongst all community 
districts in New York City.  The combination of the commercialized areas with an 
increased growth in population in the area provides a great environment for travelers 
because it shows even locals see it as an up and coming area. Community district 
number one ranks first in population growth and its adjacency to Midtown provides 
opportunities to engage with the locals. The average age of travelers staying in hostels 
has risen recently to include people between the ages of 20 and 50 years old. The 
average age in community district 5, to be referred to as Midtown from here on out, 
but to include all of the appropriate neighborhoods, is 34.6 years old. This is almost 
the ideal age for the subculture of travelers staying in hostels making the area ripe for 
cultural connections based on similar levels of development across a range of 
generations. 
 
In order to determine which districts had the most diversity a system was 
implemented to determine the “demographic range” of the area. The demographic 
range is a quantitative way of determining how culturally diverse an area is based 
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upon 2010 United States Census information. Census data is broken into 6 different 
demographic backgrounds; White Non-Hispanic, Black Non-Hispanic, Asian and 
Pacific Islander Non-Hispanic, Other Non-Hispanic, Two or More Races Non-
Hispanic, and Hispanic Origin. If the community district was evenly diverse each 
ethnicity would comprise of 16.7% of the population (100% divided by 6). The actual 
percentages of each ethnicity are then subtracted from this percentage then all 6 
numbers are added together. See example from Manhattan Community District 
number 5 below: 
 
Manhattan community district number 5 demographic analysis: (note ABS stands for 
absolute value) 
White Non-Hispanic: ABS (67.7 – 16.7)  = 50.99 
Black Non-Hispanic: ABS (4.1 – 16.7 ) = 12.56 
Asian and Pacific Islander Non-Hispanic: ABS (18.1 – 16.7) = 1.41 
Other Non-Hispanic:  ABS (0.4 – 16.7) = 16.28 
Two or More Races Non-Hispanic: ABS (2.1 – 16.7) = 14.60 
Hispanic Origin: ABS (7.7 – 16.7) = 8.98 
Total = 104.88 
 
The total deviation from the projected average demographic range of New York City 
as a whole is 100.40% and although Midtown did not rank in the top ten in this 
category, it only is 4.48 % off the average. The fact that the diversity in this area 
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reveals the actual diversity of New York City is important so the tourist interacts with 
an authentic sample of the cultural range of the City as a whole. 
 
Proximity to specific locations may influence the location of a hostel’s. In this case, 
proximity to Times Square was selected as a driving factor. Times Square was 
selected because of its global fame and the variety of its attractions. Obviously, with 
community district number 5 containing Times Square, it would rank number one in 
this category. 
 
Average income of the area also plays a factor in the economic vitality of the area. 
Midtown area has an average income of $138,000 a year. This may not be in the rage 
of the travelers who are going to be staying in the hostel; however, the added 
economic vitality in the area should provide safer environments. 
 
In addition to the site selection matrix, physical site analysis revealed six main 
attractions and amenities that played an important role in site selection: subway 
access, landmark buildings, park space, museums, theaters, and art galleries.  The 
addition of a graphical analysis of the surrounding attractions and amenities will also 
provide great information for the visitors of the hostel. Below are the site analysis 





FIG 13: Subway Lines and Entrances - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
            
As noted in the introduction, accessibility to and from a site has played a very 
important role in the popularity and success of a site for any program.  Among many 
other benefits, this site sits directly outside of the 6th Av and 40th St SW corner 
subway entrance.  Direct access to this subway line allows for easy access to all the 
surrounding museums, theaters, landmark buildings, and public art galleries.  The 
subway will also provide tourists the opportunity to travel outside of Manhattan to 






FIG 14: Landmark Buildings - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
 
Within a ten minute walking radius of the site there are a variety of what may 
arguably be the most iconic buildings and plazas in New York City; Madison Square 
Garden, Penn Station, The Empire State Building, Grand Central Station, The New 
York Public Library, Town Hall, The New York Times Building, Rockefeller Center, 
Times Square, and Bryant Park.  Locating the hostel at the heart of all of these iconic 
spaces will provide added draw to this hostel and added benefits for the guest’s 
experience.  These buildings and plazas become elements which provide both 
objective and subjective components of culture to the traveler.  It is also interesting to 






FIG 15: Park Space - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
 
Although open park space is limited in Manhattan this site is located on the corner of 
Bryant Park.  This public park is one of two in the midtown area. The hostel’s 
adjacency to a large open space will provide a relief from the overwhelming density 
of New York City for travelers who are not used to the density of an urban 
environment such as this.  Bryant Park’s history goes all the way back to the 
beginnings of New York and was designated public land in 1686. It houses many 
attractions throughout the year such as a public market, an ice skating rink, and 
exhibit areas.  If more reprieve is required from the compression of Manhattan, 
Central Park is located a quick subway ride to the North. One can easily forget the 






FIG 16: Museums - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
 
The site has a variety of museums within a couple minutes walking distance; The 
International Center for Photography, New York Tolerance Center, Mexican Cultural 
Institute of New York, Discovery Times Square Exposition, and Madam Tussaud’s 
Wax Museum, and The Scandinavia House: The Nordic Center in America.  The 
museums provide cultural information and allow visitors to engage in exhibits that 






FIG 17: Theaters - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
 
The theater district is filled with a great number of places to see shows from a diverse 
group of people. Theaters provide the opportunity for guests to experience a variety 
of show types. The physical show presents a great deal of objective culture, using 
music, art, and the objects of daily life. However, the benefit of theater is the 
emotions that they can bring up in the people who watch them. They also can present 






FIG 18: Art Galleries - Scale 1:400 
Source: Author (map underlay from googlemaps.com) 
 
There are a great number of art galleries surrounding the site. As with the museums 
and theaters they also act as a pivot point for cultural interactions.  The art shows can 
bring a diverse group of people and it is here where guest can engage with a wide 






FIG 19: Land Use in Community District 5 




The above site diagrams reveal both objective and subjective cultural features 
surrounding the site.  Midtown contains two buildings designated as cultural 
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institutions; Carnegie Hall and New York City Center. It does not rank first in this 
category but the sheer fact that the district has a couple of institutions which can 
provide some subjective cultural information and interaction is highly beneficial to 
cross cultural understanding. Taking advantage of cultural institutions already in 
place rather than attempting to recreate them seems like a more logical approach in 
terms of revealing subjective cultural authenticity of New York City. 
 
Site design must also evoke emotional interest. The emotions felt may be different for 
every culture but providing opportunity for discussion of those emotions can enhance 
cross cultural interactions. The goal is to design a site that taps into subjective cultural 
emotions.  The new World Trade Center in the financial district of New York City 
uses negative space to evoke emotions from anyone who visits this site (Figure 20).  
Although the hostel’s site will not evoke emotions like the World Trade Center site, 




FIG 20: World Trade Center Site Design 
























The subculture of travelers staying in hostels is one which has specific expectations 
and required amenities. Site selection will have basis in the type of traveler you are 
trying to attract. In this case New York City was selected to attract the type who 
enjoys exploring these dense urban environments. If the goal is for a more nature 
oriented experience then the site selected may be in a more suburban area. A hostel in 
New York City also provides the opportunity for travelers from less affluent nations 
to travel to this extremely famous city where a typical hotel can cost upwards of 400 
dollars a night. 
 
However, there is a delicate balance between customer affordability and developer 
profits that must be managed in this high value market. Making sure the building is 
economically viable for the traveler as well as the developer also plays an important 
role in design. Where cost must play and important role in all aspects of design, site 
selection may be the deciding factor in the economic viability of a project.  Hostels in 
Manhattan tend to house somewhere between 40-60 people at a time. This hostel 
plans on doubling that number to 120 people with the hope that the advanced design 
of the communal aspects of this hostel will attract a higher than average number of 
customers.  However, even with this number of people many sites offer maximum 
floor area ratios much higher than would be possible to fill with this amount of 
program. In order to pursue these sites, a leasing of the remaining air rights will 
provide added economic benefits.  During site selection and design the variety of 
people the location will service must be kept in mind.    
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FIG 24: Design Process Diagram for Program 
Source: Author 
Objective Culture 
A typical programmatic break down of hostels has not been published; therefore a 
program must be created. In order to do this a typical 200 room hotel program has 
been taken from Hotel Design, Planning, and Development by Rutes, Adams, and 
Penner and has been amended based on the cultural and spatial features that have 
been selected. Objective cultural elements affecting program as seen in figure 24 are 
attractions and amenities, costs, access to information, sustainability, social foci, and 
zoning. 
 
The area surrounding the site contains a variety of amenities and attractions. A 
portion of the siting process was focused on the proximity to Times Square. The 
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attraction is one which is known globally and may be a leading factor in a traveler’s 
reason for coming to New York. Times Square is known for its variety of attractions 
as well as its yearly New Year’s Eve ritual of the ball drop countdown.  Times Square 
may also be defined as an area of social foci for this reason. Tourists pack themselves 
into this 4 block area where cultures from all over the world come to be part of this 
single event. 
 
The hostel’s program takes into account the surrounding attractions with the hopes 
that the main communal programmatic elements will be used by both the tourists and 
the citizens of New York City.  In order for certain attractions to be accessible to both 
the city and the hostel, these items should be located in the base of the building 
allowing for delineation between publically accessible spaces and spaces only 
available to those staying in the hostel. The distance to certain amenities may also 
provide insight into those programmatic elements which should be provided by the 
hostel. 
 
Cost’s affecting program may come from the materiality required for specific 
elements or from the technology required for certain types of spaces. Keeping costs 
low for the guest is part of what brings the specific subculture of travelers to a hostel. 
Program should focus on keeping the costs accrued by the guest to a minimum. The 
hostel may include a mini grocery store providing the traveler an alternative to eating 
at expensive restaurants for every meal. Direct access to public transportation also 
provides an alternative to the expense of using taxis to travel around the city. Even 
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the specific siting of the building and its location in Midtown limits the range of 
travel required in turn saving the guest money. Providing public access to some of the 
buildings amenities will keep costs lower for the guests so specific locations of 
income providing program should again be carefully located within the building. 
Program that provides access to local and global information will benefit the 
traveler’s integration into the local culture and provides virtual links to the traveler’s 
home.  Access to information about the surrounding area and New York City in 
general may help a guest feel more comfortable in the sometimes overwhelming 
objective culture of New York. Specific programmatic elements the hostel will 
provide are a media room for sharing information (pictures and videos), an 
information center providing assistance to the traveler to make their stay as easy as 
possible and a translation room for people who wish to communicate in depth but 
may not speak the same language. 
 
Understanding that the building’s program may have effects on sustainability can 
play a role in the guest’s impact on the environment. Providing areas for collection of 
recyclable materials could potentially spread understanding of environmental dangers 
we face as a global culture.  Furthermore, the sharing of amenities may also reduce 
the impact of the surplus of people which tourist destinations must deal with. 
Focus on programming communal spaces will become what can be termed social 
foci. Objects or spaces of social foci provide opportunities for interaction around or in 
them. Program should be adjusted to include a variety of social foci spaces as pivot 
points for conversation and interaction. A multi-story rock climbing wall could be 
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one of these areas of social foci. The rock climbing room will be one of a kind, 
providing views into the city that will spark conversation amongst strangers by 
providing a conversation piece that is objective, belonging to neither participant. 
Lastly, a standard objective cultural element known as zoning will always affect the 
potential program. The site of this hostel is zoned as a commercial district which 
allows hotels.  The addition of public attractions becomes a possibility with this 
designation. The requirements of this zoning will set maximum building square 
footages.  However, as previously stated the program of a hostel will not fill the 
maximum allowable floor area ratio.  The possibility of selling or leasing the air 
rights to this building may provide an added economic benefit to the hostel.  
Subjective Culture 
 
Subjective cultural features to take into account in programming are the use of virtual 
space, guests’ emotional interests, and the connotations of the use of certain spaces.  
Implementation of virtual space should keep in mind people’s beliefs about what 
travel entails. In the Hostel Van Gogh in Amsterdam each room had a television in it. 
In a hotel this is typical but in a hostel where there may be up to 20 people in one 
room it may not be the best idea to have a television in the bedroom that could bother 
other travelers.  Furthermore, an area for travelers to post their opinions on everything 
from the hostel to culture interactions they have had is an important programmatic 
element.  People are more inclined to give their honest opinions when there is not 
direct communication with the recipient of this information. 
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Care to include program that has the ability to evoke a guest emotions is one way to 
tap into the subjective culture of the traveler. These programmatic elements may 
come in the form of social foci rooms or exhibit halls. 
 
Connotation about the use of specific spaces should also be taken into account when 
programming a culturally aware hostel.  The communal rooms are ones which 
travelers can choose to inhabit; however, the areas where all travelers must go are the 
sleeping and bathing areas. Different cultures value the privacy of these spaces 
differently. The answer to the variety of connotations towards public versus private 
spaces is in the variety of room types provided.  This hostel will include rooms and 
bathing areas that are single occupancy as well as multi-occupancy.  Variety in 
accommodation types will increase the number of potential travelers as it provides 




The subculture of travelers staying in hostels is the driving force behind the 
programming of the building.  Every programming move should be made with this 
group in mind. This specific group of travelers is expecting low cost guestrooms with 
shared amenities but other subcultures may intend on using this hostel as well. The 
program will provide a range of room types to satisfy a variety of needs. Single 
occupancy rooms will be included in the program for those who may not fully be 
comfortable with the communal lifestyle of travelers staying in hostels. The hope is 
that those who choose these individual occupancy rooms will, in their interactions in 
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the communal space, have a change of heart about the dorm like rooms.  In addition 
to the ten single occupancy rooms this hostel will provide, five mixed sex four person 
rooms, five mixed sex eight person rooms, one women only four person room, one 
women only six person room, and one twenty person social suite.   The total square 
footage of this program is approximately 11,000 square feet.  Both communal and en-
suite bathing areas will be provided and access to them will be dependent on the room 
type. The standard hostel goer expects to share amenities like these with others yet; 
careful design is still required to make sure these spaces are flexible to be private 
enough for all users. 
  
The focus on including communal spaces in the program stems from the communal 
environment that comes with staying in hostels. Features that are provided in the 
standard hotel were adjusted to meet the needs of this subculture. For example a 
ballroom can bring revenue to a hotel but in a hostel it is doubtful that people will 
rent out a large ballroom for events. However, as some travelers may still want to 
hold events, including a large gathering space may provide the ability to hold small 
functions.  Other items in the program specific to the subculture of travelers staying 
in hostels are the inclusion of a game room, a dinner party room, a pool and hot tub 
area, a cocktail lounge, communal cafe and recreation facilities. Below are other 
adjustments made to the program of a hotel based upon the needs of a hostel as well 















































Structure and form are more affected by spatial qualities than objective and subjective 
features; however, a couple of these objective, subjective and subcultural features will 
affect the specifics of a hostels tectonics.  The density of the people in the building 
will affect live loads on each floor and the fact that a typical floor in a hostel will 
house more guests and their luggage than a hotel should be taken into account.  This 
density not only affects the sizing and type of structure to implement but it also 
should provide insight into the spacing and location of structure.  The structure of the 
building should allow the inclusion of large open communal spaces which become 




Structural costs should be taken into account while in the early planning stages. These 
are costs that will be carried over to the guest and the lower the costs of construction, 
the lower the rates for the rooms can be.  Tectonic design includes how materials and 
objects come together as well. Care should be taken to provide flexible and high 
quality spaces. The flexibility will allow for multiple uses at a lower prices and high 
quality in materiality will limit the amount of upkeep and renovation the building 
owner will have to spend money on. 
 
Zoning’s effects on tectonics is limited, however, all cities have certain requirements 
which the building must comply with. An overview of the C5-3 zoning code for this 




Just as zoning requirements affect design possibilities there are also certain beliefs in 
cities that affect how buildings should look. New York City provides the perfect 
opportunity for designing a building that makes a statement, yet, there are still a great 
number of connotations of how these buildings should look or what materials they 
should be composed of. The images of steel workers high above the New York 
skyline brings up a great deal of emotions for many who have seen the city grow over 
the past century.  
 
The possible introduction of the TTG concrete slip forming structural system may 
have an impact on the connotations of how buildings are built. This system would 
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limit the time of construction and locals as well as tourists seeing it go up will be 
amazed by the speed which it can be built. The limited impact to the surrounding 
streets because of the technique will change cultures understanding of construction. 
Subculture 
 
The subculture of travelers staying in hostels will affect the tectonics of the building a 
great deal. As mentioned in the objective cultural section it is clear that costs passed 
on to the guest should be kept to a minimum as the price range which these guest look 
for is usually much lower than the average hotel. The communal aspects of this 
subculture lead to a more spatially fluid set up then a spatially determinant one, 
however, both of these extremes will be explored throughout the design process. The 
tectonic expression of these two extremes is quite different.  Although structure is 
required to be spatially determinant the arrangement of the structure in the space will 
determine whether or not people move fluidly through the space or sequentially.  At 
the scale of each floor spaces can either be open to each other with limited boundaries 
or determinant with vestibules and individualized rooms. Spatial fluidity is also 
important in how the furniture is put together.  Flexible space should provide the 
opportunity for the user to rearrange them to their liking. But mobility is as important 
as adaptability and furniture should be malleable. This allows the host to provide a 















Formal considerations during the design phase of the hostel are influenced by the site, 
program and tectonics of the building as well as the cultural features outline in the 
figure above.  The objective cultural features that affect the formal qualities of a 
building are costs, virtual space, and the surrounding attractions. The form of the 
building should also become an attraction.  Again, costs required to build the building 
will end up being passed onto the guest and care should be taken to design with this 
in mind.  Repetition of specific features and simplification in materiality can lower 
cost as well.  Formal design considerations could include interactive virtual space. 
The traveler is continually becoming more involved with social networking during 
travel and the form of the building may impact how one interacts with other people 
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virtually. These interactive environments may require certain forms but the inclusion 




Formally the building should be an attraction for not only the traveler staying in the 
hostel but also for all travelers and even the locals.  Making the building an attraction 
with formal qualities unmatched by the surrounding buildings will give the building a 
exclusivity of space. All objective cultural features taken into account will play a part 
in making the building memorable to everyone who sees it. Evoking emotions with 




Evoking an emotional interest in the building form should be a main subjective 
feature considered during design.  Designing for a variety of cultures makes it hard or 
nearly impossible to design for specific spatial expectations. Trying to do this may 
result in a “residual culture,” and instead formal qualities should draw attention to the 
building. This will add to the dialogue the building creates in turn providing 
opportunities for discussions about connotations of certain cultural forms.  Sharing 
these ideas and emotions may change the expectations of the subculture of travelers 
who stay in hostels. 
Subculture 
 
The propensity for travelers staying in hostels to live in a more communal 
environment is an important feature informing the design of the building. Large 
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communal spaces in combination with guest rooms can create a dynamic building 
shape as well as dynamic cultural interactions. The building form can also reflect the 
activities inside the building. Creating spaces for specific activities and juxtaposing 
them could lend itself to a building that is distinct amongst the surroundings. This 
also helps the tourist locate the building if they can recognize the buildings form from 
the website. The hope is the design of this building will bring the subculture of 
travelers out of the 20
th













A parti based on spatial fluidity must be flexible and mobile at all scales ranging from 
detailed furniture integration to the building form as a whole. Beginning with site 
design, as seen in figure 29 below, flexibility is key to both the public and private 
portions of the site.  The design shall include portions of the site that are public at 
some hours and private during others.  The site, being quite small, takes advantage of 
its adjacency to Bryant Park which provides a great deal of space and fluidity for 
public and private events.  The site also has direct access to the subway system 
providing fluidity in movement throughout the city for access to programmatic 
elements the hostel cannot provide.  
 
Fluidity in programmatic elements of the building can provide a dynamic experience 
for the guests of this hostel. The features of this building not only physically change 
but what is contained in the building will also be fluid.  Certain programmatic 
elements such as exhibit space and areas of virtual space will be included.  These 
types of spaces are constantly in flux.  The exhibit space can provide insights into a 
wide range of cultures from specific subgroups of artists to worldwide subcultures.  
This also provides the opportunity for guests to display their own exhibits and a chain 
of these types of hostels could act as gathering spaces for artists without the type of 
funding that is required to display their work internationally. Furthermore, 
implementing virtual space may also provide opportunities for the sharing of both 
objective and subjective cultural information.  It has the ability to connect globally 
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while also functioning locally. Both of these programmatic elements call for specific 
tectonic features in order to succeed as functioning programmatic elements. 
 
Tectonically, this parti relies on its capability to be flexible and efficient in how it 
comes together at the micro and macro scales.  A structure that allows for a free plan 
creates spaces which flow together more organically.  The concrete and steel rebar 
slip form system allows for this fluid blending of spaces as well as complete freedom 
of the exterior skin because no structure is required along the window walls.  At the 
ground floor this parti allows for fluidity in the movement of people through and 
around the site.  The limited structure at the ground floor allows for freedom in 
movement of guests and pedestrians.  The possibility of a café on the ground floor to 
provide economic benefits to the building will also provide flexibility in the 
arrangement of tables and seating areas providing a dynamic feature at ground level.  
The tectonics also provides the capability of creating spatial indeterminacy in exterior 
and interior zones.  Mobility in wall systems as seen in figure 29 below will adjust the 
defined zones of movement for guests and pedestrians.  Dynamism at the ground 
floor rarely occurs in this highly commercialized heart of Manhattan and by providing 
the exception to the rule the building will become an attraction to tourist and locals 
alike. 
 
The ‘typical floor’ as seen in figure 30 above uses the word ‘typical’ loosely because 
fluidity implies the ability to be continually and innumerably different in arrangement 
and program.  Each floor will have the capability to relocate sleeping zones, number 
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of guests, and interior/exterior space.  This parti will allow for flexibility during the 
booking process, something that often creates difficulties in the standard hostel.  An 
elastic floor plan and building form provides the opportunity for rooms to vary in the 
number of beds they provide in turn making booking more flexible.  Furthermore, 
flexibility in furniture design will allow for seamless integration of a variety of 
cultural expectations. Adjustable privacy shading on beds and lockable storage areas 
will provide varying levels of privacy as required. Allowing spaces to adjust the 
amount of interior and exterior space it provides based upon the seasons also provides 
a dynamism yet seen in the hospitality business.  Below is three dimensional diagram 


























A parti based on spatial determinacy is one that focuses on defining spaces for their 
appropriate use.  It uses exclusivity of space and the capacity to be fixed as described 
in chapter one to create spaces that promote positive cultural interactions.  The site 
itself is both exclusive in the sense that it is a parcel of land with a specific address 
and it has the capacity to fix objects in and around it.  The fact that it abuts another 
site means there will be a demising wall between the hostel and the buildings adjacent 
to it, fixing the building against it.  The site which will have a hostel built on it will 
have the ability to fix the object on the site.  As land in Manhattan is quite expensive, 
the site itself would usually fix retail in the ground floor. With this in mind the 
specific program will fulfill this spatially determinant feature of the ground floor. 
The typical floor seen in figure 33 below uses a pivot point to fix the objects around 
it. In this specific parti a central atrium is used as the pivot point in which all 
communal spaces, sleeping areas, and amenity space shall be arranged around. Each 
floor houses only one use so that the sleeping and communal areas are spatially 
determinate.  This allows for a clear separation between public and private space 
allowing interactions to be specific to the area the guests inhabit. This varies from 
spatial fluidity in many ways because the spaces in that parti blend into each other 
whereas the ones in this parti remain separate. In the sleeping areas, each room has a 
specific number of beds and is clearly divided by permanent walls.  The individual 
space which a guest rents out is also clearly marked to limit confrontation between 




The design of spatially determinate tectonics requires the creation of efficient micro 
and macro scale features.  Structurally the standard New York City steel structure will 
shoot directly up through the building. Column locations remain stagnant throughout 
the height of the building creating a grid that has the capacity to fix rooms inside of it. 
Care should be taken to account for costs, connotations, and density of guest during 
the implementation of a specific structural design. At the micro scale, furniture has 
the ability to fix objects around it.  Furniture selection should take into account the 
interactions happening both on and around them.  Interesting formal qualities of a 
piece of furniture may be able to influence the communications that guest have while 
using it just as much as the formal qualities of the building can influence these 
interactions. 
 
The building’s form is defined by the size of the site and zoning requirements. The 
ground floor covers the entire site, clearly defining the space associated with the 
hostel. As the building goes up in height, each floor’s volume is maximized within 
the allowable sky exposure plane. The form is determined by the zoning laws and 
specific programmatic requirements of a hostel.  The ground floor seen in figure 32 
below reveals distinct zones, clearly divided by permanent walls. A vestibule clearly 
identifies the entrance located directly adjacent to the subway stop.  Upon entering, a 
clear distinction between public and private allows for easy navigation through the 
check in/check out process and into the rest of the hostel.  The form is simple to 
maximize the square footage of each floor and each form defines a specific part of the 
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program with the public spaces being on the outside face of the building and the 

























A parti based on the concept of a journey is one that focuses on defining spaces with 
boundaries and proximity awareness. It also plays on the idea of a traveler’s journey 
with key attractions laid out along a path.   The site itself, as seen in figure 35, acts as 
both the start and the end of the journey.  The entry provides resources and 
information about the hostel and the surrounding city including costs, amenities, and 
attractions. The ground floor also acts as the end to the journey programmatically 
including areas for reflection. Space is provided to leave reviews of the hostel and the 
city and people may also upload photos to the system they wish to share with anyone 
who stops by. The program on the ground floor defines the site as one that is focused 
on the traveler interacting with the building and the program of the rest of the 
building enhancing the guest’s vacation. 
 
The program laid out in the building becomes a processional.  Each floor has both 
public and private space which is clearly defined by boundaries setting the 
appropriate proximity between the two polarities. As can be seen in the three 
dimensional diagram below, the journey begins in the lobby, moves through each 
communal space located in the middle portion of the building, and ends in the food 
and beverage area.  During a journey one often is in a state of exploration and 
discovery.  The goal is to include programmatic elements that feed this type of 
exploratory desire.  Specific program in this parti may include a dinner party room 
where groups can make meals together and learn the specifics of a variety of types of 
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cooking and virtual space rooms that allow for the discovery of new information 
related to their specific interests. 
 
The tectonics of the building may also produce the feeling of a journey.  Varying 
structural member locations and adjusting how features are put together provide a 
diverse experience through the building. As is typical the structure will affect the 
formal characteristics of the building. 
 
The form may relate to the structure or it may be independent from it.  A typical floor 
layout may have floor to floor heights of ten feet, however, in a building that attempts 
to create a process of discovery, floor to floor heights may vary greatly and could 
potentially be hidden from the exterior by defining the features on the outside 
differently than what is actually inside the buildings skin.  There is also the 
opportunity to have split level floors and multi-story spaces with a separate means of 

















FIG 36: Spatial Journey – Typical Floor Diagram 














With these partis in mind the next step was to further develop the program. The 
program of the hostel had to be supplemented to make the building economically 
feasible and culturally vibrant. The site selected, on the corner of 40
th
 street and 6
th
 
avenue caddie corner from Bryant Park has constant pedestrian traffic because of its 
proximity to Times Square and The New York Public Library.  To take advantage of 
this constant foot traffic the ground floor level was split into a virtual media space 
and a café on the mezzanine level (Figure 37 & 38).  The brightly colored interactive 
virtual media space catches the eye of the pedestrian and draws them into the building 
(Fig 39).  This is a spatially fluid zone which utilizes boundaries to guide movement 
rather than restrict it.  From the sidewalk, on both the North and East Facades, the 
mezzanine level café is also visible, again drawing people into the building.  Both of 
these features can increase profit for the building and utilize objective cultural factors, 


















FIG 39: Virtual Media Lobby and Cafe 
Source: Author (Entourage done by Mike Brewrink) 
 
Moving further up into the building, floors two through five contain startup office 
space (Fig 40). This programmatic element allows for a density and flexibility similar 
to that of the hostel. It provides added economic benefit to the building owner and 
incorporates a subculture of people with similarities to that of the travelers who stay 
in hostels. The flexibility of startup office space allows the users to modify their 
space as needed, provides both public and private meeting areas, and with short term 
leases provides high end office space for young companies that cannot afford pricey 













FIG 41:  Startup Office Space 
Source: Author 
 
The sixth floors program is an international bar and restaurant (Fig 42 &43)  This 
floor slab reaches out towards Bryant Park, is visually distinct on the façade and acts 
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as a destination for both locals and tourists. This social zone is physically located 
between the office space and the hostel space utilizing cuisine again as an objective 
pivot point for potential subjective cultural interactions. The bar and restaurant adds 
to the economic feasibility of the project because it has both an in-house customer, 
renting the office and hostel space, and a citywide consumer drawn to it by its cultural 
vibrancy and views to Bryant Park and the Empire State Building.  
 
 












Directly above the bar and restaurant is the building terrace lounge and the check in 
for the hostel (Fig 44). This floor acts very similar to the other social zones in that it 
becomes an area of interaction for all users of the building. When a guest arrives at 
the hostel check in they can drop their bags in the secure baggage storage area and 
walk out onto the terrace for amazing views into Bryant Park and down to the busy 
New York City streets below. The terrace, and similarly the virtual media lobby, café, 
and bar, are all designed to be flexible allowing them to be transformed into event 
space.  This brings added economic benefits to the building owner and acts as an 
attraction for a diversity of subcultures.  Figure 45 shows the building terrace as it 














FIG 45: Exterior Terrace View 
Source: Author 
 
The programmatic element driving this building in the early phases of development 
was the hostel.  The sleeping areas are located on floors eight through fourteen (Fig 
46).  The floor plan is divided into a spatially determinate zone, the restroom facilities 
and services, and a spatially fluid zone, the sleeping area and floor lounge along the 
façade. The floor lounge is a designated interaction zone directly outside the 
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elevators. This subdivision of space provides specified areas of interaction for the 
guests and should help to deter negative exchanges by placing emphasis on where and 
when interaction should occur.  The sleeping area is flexible allowing up to sixteen 
people to be grouped together. Utilizing screening devices within the bed units as 
well as mobile wall units allows for users to also have individually accessible rooms 
if a certain level of privacy is required. The floor to ceiling windows provide amazing 
views into Bryant Park and personalized screening devices act as both privacy shades 












FIG 47: Hostel Bedroom 
Source: Author (Entourage done by Mike Brewrink) 
 
 
The top level acts as a mechanical level and observation deck. The systems are 
subdivided based on the program and therefore the roof has room for an observation 














FIG 48: Observation Deck 




With the programmatic elements selected and their vertical arrangement set up the 
next step was to select a structure that would allow these spaces to have a gradient of 
determinate and fluid zones while displaying relationships to specific cultural 
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features.  Three main structural types were analyzed; post and beam construction, slip 
form construction, and a diagrid structure (Fig 47, 48, &49).   These strcutural 
systems were cross referneced agaist each other to determine which one enhanced the 
cultural and spataial features of the programmatic elements selected. The main goals 
of the strucure were for it to be visually and functionally dynamic, economically 
feasible, and to provide an open floor plan for flexible arrangements of program on 
the selected site. The final structral design is a hybrid combining the slip form and 
diagrid structural types (Fig 50).  The slip form portion of the building acts as the 
determinate zone throughout the whole building containing both the private 
programmmtic areas and the building core services.  It also reveals the determinacy of 





 Avenue.   The diagrid portion of the structure transfers loads to the 
ground dynamically across the façade. The angled columns in combination with the 
skin of the building produces a visually dynamic facade with minimal economic 
downside. The diagrids economic feasibilty was cross referneced agaisnt the other 
systems using Revit 2013 by calculating the volume of structural steel.  Using tube 
colunms and the self supporting rigidity of the diagrid system allowed for smaller 
member sizing making the post and beam and diagrid structures almost identical in 
terms of material use.  The loads from the diagrid of the upper portion of the building 
are transferred to the lower portion of the diagrid via a space frame at the sixth floor. 
This transfer frame acts in a simlar fashion as the diagrid with each member relying 
on the other members for its strength and rigidity.  Care was taken to create a minimal 



























Creating a visually dynamic form was important for the building to enhance its 
iconographic stance within the city. A visually distinct building helps people using 
the building locate it and acts as an attraction for tourists.  The structural analysis 
revealed the diagrid’s ability to create a variety of fluid formal designs. However, 
during the analysis process, economic factors drove the building away from a form 
like the one seen in figure 49 towards the one seen in the final exterior rendering in 
figure 51 below.  It was important on this site, as with most sites in New York City, 
to maximize square footages.  Therefore, large portions of the floor slabs could not be 
removed because of the potential profit to come from leasing that square footage.  
However, an exception was made at the corner of 40
th
 Street and 6
th
 Avenue.  
Rounding the corner of the façade gives the building a face towards Bryant Park, 
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rather than just a face to 40
th
 Street and 6
th
 Avenue.  The amount of square footage 
lost was minimal and the added benefit of the building addressing the park rather than 
coming to a sharp corner creates directed views into Bryant Park.  The zoning laws of 
the area had a large impact on formal considerations as well.  The different formal 
considerations were tested against the sun exposure envelope to ensure the building 
would be legal in its final form.   
 
Building Skin Design 
 
The goal of the buildings skin was to add to the visual dynamism of the façade and 
still be economically feasible while maintaining its relationship with a variety of other 
cultural and spatial features.  A simple skin system was created using a custom spider 
clips anchored into the floor slabs.  The repetition of this detail, and the fact that each 
piece of glass is identically sized (except for at the base and at the bar), adds to the 
ease of construction and lowers costs. A simple fritting pattern is applied to the 
glazing acting as a spandrel panel hiding the mechanical and electrical systems.  This 
horizontal banding juxtaposes the diagonal movement of the structure across the 









                    
 




















After filtering the architects subjective design ideas regarding the five parameters 
studied in this thesis through the design process diagram it became clear that this 
diagram could continue to grow.  New design parameters such as interior furnishings 
and finishes, building mechanical and electrical systems, and construction detailing 
could be added to further develop the buildings compliance with specific design 
goals. The detail in figure 55 below takes into account the economic factors affecting 
connection methods, the visual fluidity into and out of the building, as well as 
opportunities for objective cultural expression through the virtual media screening 
devices which allow guests to display artwork or pictures from their travel 






FIG 57: Skin Connection & Screening Detail 
Source: Author 
 
The process for this thesis was specific to the design of hostels. It utilized theories 
from sociology regarding objective and subjective culture and the fundamental 
qualities of space for communal life and organized them in a way which would allow 
the architect to use them as a reference during the design process.  Just as culture has 
both an objective and subjective side to it, so does design.  This design process 
diagram acts as an objective filter which the architect can reference during the 
subjective journey of design. In a similar way the objective features of this hostel 
provide pivot points for subjective interactions among building occupants.  This 
balance between objectivity and subjectivity is an important part in promoting 
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